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Sammy's going trick or treating. I wonder what kind of treats he will get?
Trick or treat! Trick or treat!
Give me something good to eat.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has a candy bar in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has a candy apple in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has a candy corn in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has a lollipop in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has caramel corn in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has jelly beans in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has gummy bears in his treat bucket.
Yum! Yum! Sammy has a cookie in his treat bucket.
Sammy says, "Oh boy, look at all the treats I have!"
Instructions: Sammy’s Trick or Treat

-Print out page 3 eight times. Print out every other page 1 time. Laminate each page for increased durability. Insert one of the eight copies of page 3 in between pages 4-11. It should read “Trick or Treat……” then “Yum! Yum! ……” “Trick or Treat……” then “Yum! Yum! ……” etc. until page 12 that says “Sammy says, ‘Oh boy!’”

-Picture symbols are added to be cut out and velcroed to the pumpkins or as a communication board.

-Another idea is to use the actual candy objects with a trick or treat pumpkin or bag.

-Extension activities could be choosing their favorite candy or identifying what is in the candy (nuts, chocolate, caramel etc…)
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